Assignment 1
Stellar Access
Class List
Observation Signup (TOPS)

Situation 1 - Lat and Long
Simon Says go to 43°-parity
Battleship - all at lat/long
Globe - Add in cultural information
Divide the class physically and have the class move
Twister with Lat and Long - Vroom at grid on floor
Computer simulation of earth w/ gridlines - click for roads

Situation 2 - Cultural Sensitivity
Live Action Role Playing (LARP) w/local natives
Get out of beliefs and actions
Dive into cultural practice and someone needs to come in and find it and adapt
Dating game - ask "What would you do?"

Situation 3 - Latin
Interactive stories - make oral storytelling
Walk through actual mass and give translation
Memorization games - name game, fill in the blank
Interview w/priest - need to know signs from priest
Run around - Record on video and do play by play
Audio cues - Teach them Latin (especially if long term)

Situation 4 - Sonar
I causal relationship match shape to Sonar
Simulation game

Situation 5 - Medical Retreat
Team building, trust building, ropes courses
Fantasy role playing to put them in different situations

Situation 6 - Journalism
Adventure or scavenger hunt
Simulation of environment in which they need to do journalistic things
Easy to get initial (wrong information)
Different people get different parts of a story